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Hypothesis: That Warren Commission conclusion (R-19)--", . . it is not 

necessary to any essential findings of the Commission to 

determine which shot hit Gov. Connally" -- is false 

and that, in fact, if Connally was not hit by the first bullet 

to hit JFK, and if first JFK-shot fired by CE-139, then 

Connally-shot could not have been fired by CE-139, 

1. FBI maintains JFK not hit prior to Zapruder frame 210, because he was 
obscured from TSBDB window by tree, (Shaneyfelt, 5/157). They say he 
was first hit between 210 and 225 (R-115). He is clearly reacting by 
226 (color panel #2, LIFE Mem. 12/2/63 and by 225 (Shaneyfelt, 5/152). 

2. To permit maximum possible leeway to official version, assume JFK 
first hit in 210, during the first 1/18 second assassin could have 
had clear view from TSBD window. (a Ves emery ay Ao bewin) Tree) 

3. FBI says minimum time between shots possible on CE-139 is 2.3 seconds 
(R-115). We can accept this figure for purposes of the hypothesis, since 
they would have no reason to overstate the minimum time-lapse. 2.3 sec- 
onds = 42 frames (18 FPS) (R- 

4. From 2 and 3, if Connally not hit by first bullet to hit JFK, he couldn't 
have been hit until 252, even assuming the assassin got this shot off 

| in the minimum time possible after the previous one, . 

BUT -- - : : 
5. By 244 Connally is slumping, and his mouth has opened. His right’ | Me 

shoulder is sharply depressed. This is more clearly seen in Life, 
Nov. 29, "63, in comparing black-and-white picture #9 (fr. 24) 4; 
with #8 (fr. 237). ‘ 

6. Therefore since Connally edearitg= hit in less than the minimum between— 
shot time span required with CE-139, he was either hit by the same first 
shot to hit JFK; or the two shots in question could not have both been 
fired by CE-139. Contrary to Warren Commission's contention, question 
as to which bullet hit Connally is absolutely critical to their lone-assa- 

“ ssin theory. - ee 

eed (I believe the point is made even more clearly when we consider the 
virtual impossibility of an assassin hitting JFK from the TSBD win- 
dow in frame 210, the first clear view after emerging from behind 
the tree, This would mean the assassin, even assuming he was able 
to roughly follow his target through the tree, would have 1/18 
second to sight him in the crogs-hairs and squeeze off his shot; 
and therefore, considering the extreme impgebs bility of the pre- 
ceding, a separate shot hitting Connally from CE-139 would be 
correspondingly later than frame 252) etme cae = a 

NoTE- Zapr uder frames appearing im 
LIFE magazine were given freme numbers 
Py “- : > we) py. nf mbtred fr rames th 
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Hi¥vothesis B 

1. 

2. 

That Connally was not hit by the same shot that first hit JFK. 

That Connally was hit froma left-rear direction, and therefore, 
not from the TSBD building. 

1. That Connally was not hit by the same shot that first hit JFK. 

a. Connally's back, chest, and wrist wounds all caused by one 
bullet. It entered his back near right armpit, went down at 
25° angle, taking out fifth rib and exiting below right 
nipple; then entered back of right arm about two inches above 
wrist joint on thumb side, exiting from palm side of wrist 
approximately 3/4 inch above the crease, (R-93). (I accept 
these descriptions as accurate. There never was the history 
of confusion surrounding his wounds as there was with JFK; the 
various doctors*® testifying as to his wounds were generally 
consistent; particularly Dr. Gregory's testimony, which 
seemed very authoritative and reliable). 

b. Examine color panel #2, LIFE 10/2/64 (which is frame 232). 
(I believe that this picture, considegred with knowledge of 
Connally's wounds, and accepting the conclusions of Hypoth.A, 
disproves the lone-assassin theory). 

(1) JFK clearly reacting 
(2) Connally not yet hit 

(a) his right hand is resting on hold bar at top of 
front seat-back (hold bar seen more clearly in next 
color panel, #3; and another view, 17/869). 

(b) inverted triangle-like appearance of Connally's hand 
indicates it is. resting on bar with knuckles up, 
fingers forward and down. Jt does not appear that 
hand is clenched around bar, although this is not 
critical to hypothesis. 

(c) if by this frame, 232, bullet had entered top of his 
right wrist, smashing bones and exiting under side of 
wrist, tt mould also have instantly knocked his hand 
down onto his lap. Since hand is clearly visible on 
top of hold-bar, he has not yet been struck. (JFK 
reacting by 225-26;Shaneyfelt 5/152;and color panel 
#2,LIFE Mem. 12/2/63). 

(d) Connally's right hand, while in position shown in 
232, couldn't have been hit by bullet entering at 
right shoulder blade, and exiting from below right 
nipple. Hand not even close to necessary position 
for this to be possible. 

That Connally was hit from a left-rear direction, and therefore, 
not from TSBD building> 
a. from (ec) and (dj), he was not yet hit by 232. 

b. for same reasons, he could not have been hit as long as right 
hand remains visible--and therefore, elevated. —— 
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Hypothesis B (continued) . . ‘ 3 

Ce right hand rempans visible-- and therefore, elevated -- 3. 

at least through 235. Starting with color panel #2 (232) 

as reference; 

(1) use Zapruder frames in Vol.18 to follow white spot repres - 

enting right hand from 232-235. In these frames, the 

space between Connally's right hand and the right side 

of car gets smaller, indicating right hand is moving to 

that side. 

(2) at same time, he has apparently raised left hand to 

hold-bar alongside right, and he is moving them both 

towards right as he begins turning to right. (As refer- 

ence for right hand, check color panel #3,LIFE 10/2/64, 

which is frame 258, #1/16 seconds later--note coat “ 

sleeve, then white shirt cuff, then left hand). 

(3) beginning 236-237, hands are no longer on hold-bar as he 

continues turning to right. By this point he is no long- 

er in position to take bullet from TSBD building, and re- 

sulting in wounds he sustained. 

dicated o bullet coming from the left rear, striking him in _ 

the back in the area of the, right shoulder, and driving tt ~~ 

forward and down. 

Checking backward from 2p in Vol. 18, I believe this reaction 

first begins in 241. Since I consider it established that he 

was not hit prior to 236, I hypothesize he was hit 237-240. 

(I now -believe he was hit immediate pricy 
fo fe. 23e (See photo povel J¢-/), The shave 

top this nepht sheu ler PRs 1a TE, ds 
Compaved with 237, (226 voc. up mL 

the covnme of Ais chov der Wire cJoruf he 

237, the oxet pre-hit Lome) ’ 



. “Hypothesis C 
~y 

| Hypothesis: That first bullet to hit JFK could not have come from 

c TSBD building window because: 

1. JFK first hit prior to Zapruder frame 210, and 

a. FBI agen aneyfe says obscured from Window by 

oak tree from 167 through 209, except for 185 (5/157). 

(1) JFK not hit prior to 167 -- no reaction apparent at least 

through 183 (clear color photo shown as #1 in LIFE Memor- 

tal Issue, 12/2/63) 

(2) JFK beyond reasonable doubt could not have been hit 

during split second opening (1/18 second) of 185; too 

brief--it requires 1/16 seconds for image to register 

in eye. 

a. According to Mrs. JFK, she was looking to her left (5/180) 

until after at least one shot was fired. Ry 221 she was 

Gelearly looking at JFK to her right. Further, she was apparent- 

ol \\/j ly already looking to her right by 212 (compare her hat and 

hairline in 221 with portion visible above sign in 212--cover- 

ing her face in 221, remaining portion appears identical with 

212, indicating she was already looking to her right,). From her 

testimony, she wasn't particularly startled by noise of shot-- she thought 

k sooty) tt was motorcycle backfire -- and: she turned to look at JRK 

AY Sq ,OR hearing Commally cry out, "Oh, no, no, no." As she turned 

"’/she says JFK had: hand to thooat. 

\ 5 It 
W \ ec. Therefore, if her texstimony is coprect as to her having 

C \ turned only after she heard the shot, JFK had to be hit before 

is SMe 210 allowing minimum imagineable reaction time for her of 

: oh as SY & second from time she heard the shot and turned to face him, 

e \N xe (% second=9 frames; 212 less 9 = fr. 203, a time when he was 

a A obscured by tree from window and would have remained so till 

\ eo” 210). 
yah 
AWa. Since hypothesis based on whether or not Mrs. JFK turned to 

N te face JFK only after hearing shot, note the following as par- 

Ye tial corroboration: 

(1) Dulles (while viewing Zapruder films, (5/156) says (re 225), 

"and Mrs. Kennedy has apparently turned around and loking 

at him.” 

(2) S.M. Holland, witness from overpass said she turned after 

second shot. (6/243) 

e. significant omissions that might have served as corroboration, 

or revealed other facts pertinent to shooting sequence: 

(1) complete Nix films 
(2) complete Muchmore fims 

(by checking agatyst Zapruder films and comparing back- 

ground features, these probably could have established 

exact point where Mrs. JFK turned to face JFK, Only a 

few scattered frames of Nix and Muchmore films presented 

(18/81-84,), and none showing Stemnons Freeway sign--- 

discussed later). 



‘Hypoth. C (cont'd) 
5 

(3) Nix Testimony 
(4) Muchmore Testimony 

(neither called to testify---their films of JFK car taken 

through telephoto lens -- therefore they may have been 

sighting through telephoto view-finder). 

(5) complete versions of Zapruder, Nix and Muchmore films omitted 

but mentioned as CE 904-907 by McCloy - Shaneyfelt, 5/178. 

(6) Zapruder frames prior to 171. 

(7) Zapruder frames subsequent to 334, including all of Mrs. JFK 

crawling on to back of car and returning to seat. 

(8) Zapruder frames 208 thru -211 not shown (18/19); although 210 is 

shown separately (18/89) -- these frames were cut out of 

film, and film then spliced back together. Note Liebeler's 

gaff in referring to 210 while questioning Zapruder, 7/574 

(top). Method of determining that 208-211 were actually 

cut out of film explained at bottom? 

(9) "Stemmons Freeway" sign evidently moved or removed completely 

some time after assassination. (this might have served as im- 

portant photographic reference point in co-relating specific 

frames of Nix, Huchmore and Zapruder films, as well as Hudson 

Ex.1 --- a still taken by Willis). 

(a) Emmet Hudson, groundkeeper of Dealey Plaza, upon examining 

FBI photos said "they have moved signs..." (Testimony 7/52) 

“FBI pictures 17/886-7) 

(b) Stemmons sign missing in following photos: 

(1) LIFE, 10/2/64, pg. 75 
(2) TIME, 10/2/64, pg» 46 

(3) NEWSWEEK, 10/5/64, pg.35 
(I've seen no photo showing Stemmons Freeway sign taken after 

Nov. 22) 

(ce) comparing Willis photo (207183) showing Stemmons sign at 

time of assassination with FBI photes taken during recrea- 

tion (17/886-7,) which shows R.L.Thornton sign; note that 

Stemmons sign does not appear. 

“ Proof of cut-and-splice --- 

1. each picture of CE 885 has three frames represented; the primary 

frame in the center; the bottom portion of the preceding frame 

at the top; and the top portion of the following frame at the 

bottom. For example, picture labeled Frame 205 actually shows 

bottom of 204 (portion of sign) at top; 205 in center; and top 

of 206 (bushes, people) at bottom. Frame 206 shows bottom of 

205 at top, 206 in center, and top of 207 at bottom. 

2, In frame 212 we actually have normal part of 207 at top, then 

art of normal 208 immediately below, d dark L 

Tine just above middle, indicating cut in 208, and also repres- 

enting Lower extremity of overlap of spliced area. 
—Se 



Hypoth. C 

SLICE(continued) 

~xr note offset in tree-trunk at right (above and below dark hori- 
zontal line)-- area below dark line is frame 212, down to bottom 
of sign; then 213 below sign. 

3. Note horizontal line below middle of frame 207. This represents 
upper extremity of underlap for splice. Cloudy area below it 
caused by cement used in splice. 
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Hypothesis D 

Hypothesis: That JFK first hit at frame 189 (and therefore, beyond rea- 
D sonable doubt, that shot could not have come from TSBD building, 
= since car was obscured from window by tree from frame 166-210, 

/ 

(Shaneyfelt, 5/149, 5/157); except for 1/18-second opening at 
frame 185, discussed in Hypothesis C. 

Zapruder frames are extremely blurred, 190-192. Zapruder thought 
shots came from behind him (7/572). As sound of first shot reached 
him, a reflex jerking-motion would have been virtually certain, 
causing a blur for several frames ( 3 frames--1/€6 second). 
Zapruder, while viewing these frames at this approximate point, says, 
"I know what has happened...this was after that happened... some- 
thing had happened" 7/573 

Mrs. JFK looked toward her husband after hearing shot. She said 
he was already reacting, hand.at\throat,.as she saw him (5/180) 
and she is facing him by 206. 

a. Mrs, JFK head movements, indicating time when she turned, can 
xX - be verified from the Zapruder films. Use color’ enlargements, 

Ry Panel #1, LIFE 10/2/64, as primary reference -frame --(this is 
frame 183). 

where her hairline and hat-line meet -- hereafter referred to 
as H/H --In this frame, H/H is horizontal and parallel to 
bar at top of windshield. (Wherever discernible, visible por- 
tion of her face checked in relation to H/H). 

VATS b. In 183, she is facing forward. (Note angle of line indicated 

ce. Locate H/H in frame 183 of Vol. 18. Check backwards by frame, 
noting the H/H. Although some frames less distinct than others, 
in most H/H clear enough to note changes in its angle to wind- 
shield bar. (JI circled her head in each frame of the sequence) 

d. Checking forward from 171 to 177, note H/H at first is at 
sharp upward angle to right (as it appears in frame). This 
indicates she was facing to her left (172), (further verified 
by still taken immediately previous to this by Willis, Ex.1, 
21/769). Angle gets progressively less sharp (174) and 
reaches horizontal(177). This 7-frame sequence represents 
approximately 1/3 second, and shows she was turning from her 
left to forward. 

e. During next 6 frames (178-183), virtually no chamge in H/H, 
indicating she momentarily remained facing forward. 

f. From 185 to 189, H/H angle goes slightly up to left (in pic- 
ture), indicating turn slightly to her right away from center. 
(I believe JFK hit by 189). 

g. No discernible. H/H change from-18971974,. .. » 

h. In 200, H/H angle much sharper up towards left in frame, show- 
ing she has turned more sharply toward JFK; she continues and 
by 206 she is fully facing him. 

i. From 206 on, due largely to the fact that 208-211 are missing, 
use curve of her hat as well as H/H for comparison. In 222 
she is clearly looking directly towards him. (That she was 
doing the same in 206 can be verified by covering her face in 
206 and 222, leaving hair and hat showing, and comparing with 
ale. 
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. Hypothesis D (continued) 

3. JFK started clutching-motion toward throat with right hand 
within minimum imagineable time after 189. (He was raising 

p hand in a wave before then; started lowering it to throat immed- 
iately after). 

a. Again use color panel #1, LIFE 10/2/64 (183)as refer- 
ence. Note position of JFK's right hand in relation to 
face and head, specifically noting distance from high- 
est part of hand to hair-line,. 

it b. Note positiomof hand in picture #3 of black-and-white 
: frames in LIFE, 11/29/63. In this picture (which I 

i approximate at 166) hand is in front of his chest. 

ce In Vol. 18, check position of hand between 166 and 183; 
Sal note that he is raising it to wave (174, 176); hand 

a 
crosses his face (179), continuing upward to highest 

¢ 4 point by 189. The sequence from 166 (LIFE blk.-and-wht, #3) 
wt ; to 189 equals 14 seconds. 

> 

d. After hypothesized hit at 189, his hand has started to 
descend by 193, crosses his face, and continues down 
and apparently in towards his throat (202-207). 

(At 195 there begins another 3-frame blur. This may record a 
second shot; but, while I feel certain that a-reflex-jerk would 
have been inevitable when Zapruder heard the# first shot -- 
assuming it was loud enough to startle him--I think the 
co-relation might be less definite for subsequent shots, if, 
indeed, the 195-197 blur does represent a shot, and the jksecond 

: time-lapse would have been so brief as to make the two sound 
| like a single shot to many). 

»
 (= a 

e. Compare 226 (color panel #2, LIFE Mem. 12/2/63) where JFK 
obviously reacting, with his hand at his throat, to 204 

| in Vol. 18. The relative positions of the right hand 
\ * represent a logical, continuous motion, covering the 

frames between, as does the entire two-second sequence 
from 189 to 226, as his wave becomes a move to his throat. 

i (Note that, further, in 4/5 second sequence from 189 to 
204, hand has moved from top of wave -- with fingers at 
height of top of head, -- downward to chin level. But 
in next 1-1/5-second sequence, from 204 to 226, there is 
little additional downward motion of hand). 



* Hypothesis £ 

py 227; 
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=  peatttay Pea she 
2 Hypothesis: That Lh, AEA ETIR: 2 that this 

cmye isa F wag not a head shot. 

ria 

1. Note sudden raising of both arms in,1/5 second from 226-230. 

Specifically note sharp rise of both elbows. 

2. If this violent, extremely rapid movement does record @ hits 

it doesn't seem possible as a head shot, since there is no 

perceptible movement of his head in these frames, or for 

many frames thereafter. 

3. I note-- without understanding its significance, if any, that 

the occupants of the car are extremely eum n 227. 
blurreg 
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Hypothesis F 
10. 

Hypothesis: That JFK struck in head from left rear in 247. 

1. In 238, JFK facing forward. By 246 he appears to be facing 

slightly to his left. The change begins to appear in 242. 

The turn looks as if it reached its maximum leftward direction 

by 246 (compare with 238). Since the turn of his head is 

accomplished between 241 and 246, it represents less than 

1/3 second. This seems too fast for an involuntary slumping 

of a dead or unconscious person. I believe it was a volun- 

tary movement. It might ratse the possibility of a shot 

hitting his head from the right front, but, if this were the 

case, I believe the reaction would have been much quicker (as 

in 312-313g/, discussed in Hyp. G). 
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Comparing 246 with 249, there appear the following changes: 
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facing position by 249, as in 238% but with the head tilted 

slightly downward, compared to 238, The 3-frame sequence o 
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] Hed chauye st head pacity YU b-254, 

At 249 there begins to appear a more rapid lowering of his 

right hand, as cpmpared with relatively stable position, 

245-247, Note marked change in 1/3 second, 249-255. 
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while his body remains relatively upright, and his heod 

relatively level, in all frames from the time he emerges 

from behind the sign in 225, until approximately 247;. from 

there on, his head tilts forward and his body sinks lower 

in a continuous slump to its lowest point 3 seconds later, 

in 298, after which, Mrs. JFK apparently supports him 

until the head-shot in 313. 

/ 

If this hypothesis is correct, circumstances indicate it 

was a tangential shot, entering forward part of left side 

og head and exiting front, probably, from left forehead-- 

rather than right-angle shot. 

(1) if the shot enterediadt) right-angleito hisnskullj. cn! 

inotioncof:Head would have ‘beentmuchimare pronounced, 

asvin' 313.0, Poty oust 

(2) if bullet had exited from right side of head, it = 

would have caused blood to run down the right side of 

his face by 323, which is approx. 4 seconds later -- 

but none appears on the right side of his face, as seen 

in this frame, represented as color panel S LIFE, 10/2/64. 
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(3) it would seem that a more direct shot, such as in (1) 

or (2) would cause instant death or unconsciousness; 

and, to a layman, it would, therefore, appear that his 

arms and hands would instantly drop from view, to his 

sides or lap. However, although his arms are dropping, 

his right hand remains in view through 280, 33 frames and 7g 

after hypothetical hit at 247, Yee, 
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12. 
Hypothesis G 

ze Hypothesis: That head-shot at515 came from right front. 

1. No doubt that 313 was a head shot. 

a. cloud-- presumably of blood and matter -- at JFK's head. 

b. marked change in head position from 312-314. 

c. large, obviously bloody area visible on right side of head, 
color panel #6, LIFE, 10/2/64, (323). 

2. At instant of impact, JFK's head is facing somewhat leftward, 
and tilted sharply forward (see 312). From this position, 
(which offered a broadside attitude to the grassy knoll) it 
moves sharply back and to the left; appearing to contact seat- 
back by 320, 2/5 second later. The motion of his head in 
reaction to the head-shot is absolutely consistent with a 
bullet from the right front; and absolutely inconsistent 
with the bullet having come from the TS8D building. 
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SUMMARY OF HWPOTHESES A through G 

NS Based on sudden motions af by JFK and JC as indicative of hitse« 
: motions apparently too rapid to have been voluntary -= it is 

hypothesized that JFK was hit four times and JC, once; with a 
separate bulletg, 

Hype D JFK hit at fr. 189 (from other evidence, from the 
{ front, entering the throat. See 
\ Salandria, March '65 "Liberation'') 

Hype E. : JFK hit in body, fr. 226-227 
(from other evidence, from the rear 
entering back approx. 6" below 
collar. See Salandria, ibid.) 

Hype F: JFK hit from rear in left-forward part of head at 
fr. 247. ¥- 

Hype G : JFK hit in head from right side in fr. 313. 4 

Hip. B $ JC hit from the rear in fr. 237-238, ¢ctuncttnk 

(the JC -1 photo panel was made 
sometime after this hypothesis 
was worked up, and I now believe 
he was hit immediately prior to 
fr. 238. Note sharp drop in 
shoulder Line as compared with 
fr. 237, accompanied by opening 
of mouth.) (fr. 236 shows corner 
of shoulder more clearly than 
fr. 237). 
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